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Introduction 

Apple is one of the most characteristic cases regarding its route through the adaptive 
cycle as its passing form one stage to another was accompanied with a lot of 
publicity and drama. This paper’s purpose is to analyze Apple’s history using the 
Adaptive Cycle and recognized the different phases of its timeline. Wikipedia was 
used as a data source for Apple’s history, along with supportive news articles. The 
scientific literature about the Adaptive Cycle was utilized for interpreting the 
collected data and linking the case with the model. Additionally, it attempts to 
understand whether the famous changes in Apple’s hierarchy were accompanied 
by transition through different phases of the Adaptive Cycle. Furthermore, this paper 
identifies key moments in Apple’s timeline as Gestalt switches for the company.  

The first Exploitation phase 

Starting as a startup in a market that did not exist yet, Apple was the chosen option of 
its founders’ individual adaptive cycles. After that Apple went through an exploitation 
phase that had as an outcome the creation of its first computer line, Apple I,II, etc 
and in turn Apple became one of the top three computer companies by 
marketshare.  Finally Apple became a public company in 1980 when it launched a 
hugely successful IPO. 

IPO and the Conservational phase 
Since its IPO, Apple entered the conservational phase of the cycle leaving its 
entrepreneurial iterations in the past. Steve Job’s dissatisfaction after the first meeting 
of the new board was a Gestalt switch for the company since it was the first clash 
between its founders and the new stakeholders. Apple had a very profitable product, 
Apple II, and its new stakeholders wanted to exploit it. Additionally during that period 
IBM entered the PC market, quickly surpassing Apple in gross sales.  

During this conservational stage we see the conflict between the conservational and 
the reorganizational groups within the company as, at this stage, the two groups 
coexisted. The reorganizational group which was lead by Steve Jobs, reacted on the 
environmental changes by introducing a new product, Macintosh, that would 
revolutionize the market and tap into the changing environment. The introduction of 
Macintosh was successful, although not as successful as Jobs expected. Therefore he 



claimed more funds to be allocated from Apple II to the Macintosh in order to create 
a new iterative cycle for Macintosh in order to improve the product. This would 
potentially lead Apple into a crisis, thus the new board rejected this request and 
forced Jobs out of the company. 

Steve Job’s exit and the Release phase 
With the exit of Jobs in 1985, Apple has a Gestalt switch and enters the Release face 
that lead to its crisis that almost saw the company bankrupt. The new management 
reacted to the environmental variety using a “more the same” strategy, something 
that lead Apple into having too many offers for the consumers. This plethora of offers 
was not accompanied with real understanding of the consumers’ needs and Apple 
was outperformed by IBM In 1990.  

Apple outperformed by IBM and the Reorganizational phase 

In 1990 Apple entered the Reorganizational phase trying to find a solution for its 
worsening market performance. The big variety of product offers had lead into 
confusing consumers and crippling the company’s managerial capabilities. The 
management had to create new combination and potential business models in 
order for the company to survive. This resulted into Apple being almost acquired by its 
competitor IBM and later Sun Mircosystems, whereas another potential combination 
was licensing Mac OS to other companies in order to achieve market share. One of 
the options that were created was purchasing a new operation system and this 
resulted in buying NeXT, Steve Jobs new company, in 1996, something that brought 
Jobs back to Apple. 

The return of Steve Jobs and the second Exploitation Phase 

The return of Steve Jobs initiated the exploitation period of the Adaptive Cycle.  Jobs 
stopped the production of most of Apple’s product keeping only four, along with 
changing the morale of the company’s employees by inspiring confidence. 
Furthermore he took back the licensing rights for Mac OS from the other vendors and 
directed Apple into creating both the software and the hardware of its products and 
trying to fulfill latent users’ needs. All these change brought confidence to the 
company and its people and were the Gestalt switch for Apple’s revival. The 
outcome of this strategy was Apple creating new offers that were relevant to 
consumers such as the IPod, the Macbook, the IPhone or ITunes. Apple became 
meaningful to the consumers and admired by its competitors, until gradually 
becoming the most valuable company in the world. 

Steve Jobs stepping down and a potential second 
Conservation phase 

After Steve Jobs left Apple again in 2011 or a bit earlier after the release of IPhone 
3GS, it possible that Apple has entered a new conservational phase since its 
innovativeness pace seems to slow down. The company seems to be focusing on 
incremental innovations while at the same time it continues to earn huge profits from 



its existing positioning in the market. Nevertheless this second Conservation phase 
can’t be confirmed yet.  

Conclusion 

Apple’s case is a great example of the Adaptive Cycle since the Gestalt switches are 
very known to the public and interestingly they revolve around Steve Job’s 
relationship with the company. In this case it is evident how the Adaptive Cycle 
model can explain the dynamic changes in a company. Moreover, it shows how 
different types of managers can lead a company into different phases of the 
adaptive cycle. For Apple’s case it is evident that the equilibrium it was pushed to 
achieve after its IPO was a short lived one, as the PC industry was changing rapidly 
and Apple lacked the internal variety to deal with it. Currently Apple seems to be 
more mature as a company and able to go through a longer release phase before it 
is lead to a new crisis.  
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